Learning Links
This week’s Learning Log:
What a busy week This week we have been finishing off our Henri Rousseau inspired paintings, which turned out very well! We continued to explore our
topic of ‘Paws, Claws and Whiskers, by using topical terms to describe our own imaginary creatures. We considered the habitats, diets, and appearance
of our creatures, using adjectives to add extra description. We also completed an exciting butterfly hut whereby we learnt about camouflage!
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Maths

This week we have almost finished writing up our stories

In Maths, we have moved onto our next topic of place value.

which we have been planning over the past week. We have

We have been practising our fluency in counting forwards and

been focusing on our letter formation and use of interesting

backwards to 100 and practising recognising and forming 2-

adjectives. We have just begun to look into our next story

digit numbers. We have also been practising counting in 10s

book ‘Zeraffa Giraffa’. We used a story sack full of props to

and finding 10 more and 10 less than any given number, using a

spark our imaginations as to what the story could be about,

100 square.

and used these resources to practise our own storytelling
skills. We will continue to use this book as a stimulus for our
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learning over the next few weeks.

You could:


Practice forming capital letters and noticing
the difference in size, compared to

Don’t forget your P.E
kits every Wednesday!

You could:


analogue clock.


Research and record a fact about an unusual
mammal, reptile, amphibian, bird or fish.

Practise fining 1 more/ 1 less or 10 more/ 10
less than a 2-digit number.

lowercase letters.


Practise finding half past the hour times on an



Practise reading and recognising 2-digit
numbers

